Abstract. In order to realize on-line monitoring of tool condition for cold blast turning operation, a multi-sensor intelligent system based probability neural network was investigated to build the relation between signal features and tool condition. A KISTLER 9257B dynamometer and three KISTLER 8702B50M1 accelerometers were used to monitor the change of tool condition. Cutting force signals and vibration signals were processed by different methods and features sensitive to tool condition were selected by principal component analysis. The structure of probability neural networks (PNN) was optimized by PCA and probability theory. After training with 428 samples, the PCA-PNN could accurately predict tool condition and maximal classifying precision is 98.2% for condition D. Experimental results show that the optimized PNN has a simpler structure than the traditional PNN to get a similar result.
Introduction
During metal cutting operation, the interaction of workpiece and tool cause tool-wear. As inevitable phenomenon, the change of tool condition affects machining quality and may damage tool holder, the workpiece, and the machine elements. Also, as machining progresses and tool wears out, the surface quality and the dimensional accuracy of product degrade, so online tool monitoring has to deal with the detection of collisions, the identification of tool breakage and the determination of a tool's wear [1] . Although it has been studied for many years, tool condition monitoring technique has still been the ultimate obstacle due to high nonlinear relation between tool wear and features extracted from different sensors such as dynamometers, vibration, acoustic emission and current sensor etc [2] .
In general, a typical tool condition monitoring system is made up of sensors module, signal processing module, features selection module, and pattern recognition module. The last two have been most important and also most difficult tasks up to now [3] . Time domain analysis, frequency analysis and wavelet transformation were the popular method to extract lots of features, but how to select optimized features has not been solved. Furthermore, the intention of pattern recognition is to build the relation between tool condition and features, artificial intelligence such as fuzzy logic, BPNN, support vector machine etc have been used, BPNN especially make great progresses for tool condition monitoring [4] . However, the industrial tool condition monitoring system based on BPNN has not been designed owing to major disadvantages as follows: slow computing speed that not adapt to on-line modeling, and bad multiplication due to ambiguous factors that not adapt to diversity of machining condition [5] . Aiming at above difficulties, a novel tool condition monitoring system based on probability neural network which structure was optimized by PCA and probability theory was proposed to improve computing speed and classifying precision in different cutting condition. The experimental results show that the method proposed in the paper achieves higher recognition rate and good generalization ability, the structure of PCA-PNN is simpler than traditional PNN.
Experimental Setup
The schematic diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Fig 1. A DC lathe (type CK6143) was equipped with four sensors to allow on-line monitoring of cutting process. A kistler 9257B dynamometer was used to measure three mutually perpendicular components of the cutting force and three kistler accelerometers (type 8702B50M1) were used to measure three mutually perpendicular components of vibration at the underside of the tool holder. Signals are inputted into data acquisition system (type kistler DEWE-3021); sampling frequency is 20 KHz. The cold blast machine is CTL-50/3; the cooling range is from -50°C to -10°C; the pressure of cold blast is 1.1~0.4MPa. Details of the cutting condition, tool and workpiece are given in Table 1 . 
Signal Analysis and Feature Selection
Lot of data analyses show cutting force signals and vibration signals include noise signals in industrial environment, and change with not only change of tool condition but also different machining condition. The intention of signal processing and features selection is to eliminate noise and acquire the most sensitive features reflecting the change of tool condition. Fig. 2 show the steps of signal processing and features selection. 
Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD)
Empirical mode decomposition is a self-adaptive signal processing method and it is very effective for nonlinear and nonstationary signal. It was used to eliminate noise in the paper. 
It can be seen from some signals in a time domain that there aren't obvious changes with the progression of tool wear, so frequency analysis or time-frequency analysis must be used to extract features associated with tool wear. Compared with Fourier transform, an important advantage of wavelet transformation is the possible localization in the time domain and in the frequency domain at the same time. Thus, wavelet packet transformation is used to decompose vibration signal and cutting force signal, and lots of features were extracted. Signals in the experiment are decomposed with db3 wavelet, the decomposing level is 5.
Features Selection
Principal component analysis (PCA) is widely used for dimensionality reduction in pattern recognition. PCA could eliminate data correlation of input features and decrease the number of input vectors. Suppose the number of training samples is S, the dimension of input vector is M and the dimension of output is N for each sample. The correlation matrix R and its features λ i (λ i ≥0, i=1,…,M) can be acquired by PCA.
According to equation (1), p features λ is gotten and corresponding features vector matrix can be expressed as:
So vector pi which dimension is p can be calculated by equation (3):
Finally, input vector of neural networks can be acquired by equation (1) and equation (3) . Table. 2 shows the selected features in tool condition monitoring system. 
Neural Networks Probabilistic Neural Networks
The structure of traditional probabilistic neural networks (PNN) is shown in Fig. 4 . It consists of input layer, two hidden layers and output layer. The number of neurons of input layer is determined by input vectors which come from features selection by signal processing. The first hidden layer realizes nonlinear transformation and the number of neuron is equal to training samples, the second hidden layer selectively calculates the summation of output of the first hidden layer and completes clustering [6] . The number of tool condition in second hidden layer was the same as output layer, is 4 that express four tool conditions shown in Table 1 . The error function of PNN can be defined as equation (4) by mean square error principle:
Improved Probabilistic Neural Networks
For simple classification question, PNN can acquire better results. But the structure complexity of PNN would increase and calculating speed of PNN would decrease as the number of training samples increase quickly due to lots of machining condition. In order to solve this problem, a novel PNN optimized by probability multiplication and principal component analysis is proposed [7] . According to probability theory:
Suppose event A, B are independent, equation (5) can be expressed as:
P(ABC) = P(C|AB)P(B)P(A)
(6) Based on above analysis, the structure of PNN can be constructed as Fig. 5 . The neuron in first hidden layer represents a state, not a sample, and the neuron in second hidden layer expresses the probability of event Z as follows:
Compared with PNN in Fig. 4 , the structure of PNN in Fig. 5 is simple and calculating quantity is little. For different input pi, the number of neurons in 2rd layer can be calculated by equation (8):
Where round ( ) is rounding function.
Learning Algorithm of PNN
It can be seen that the parameters of PNN must be adjusted to meet minimum error based on empirical risk minimization. The adjusted parameters are connection weight w ij between 3rd layer and 4th layer, central vector c ij and variance σ, and it is updated by following equation:
On-line monitoring system is shown as Fig 6. Cutting forces signals and vibration signals were sampled by KISTLER DEWE-3201, lots of features were extracted by signal processing method in time domain, frequency domain and time-frequency domain and were inputted into integrated probability neural networks (IPNN) after processed by PCA. The intention of INN is to increase calculating speed and simple the system by many PNNs corresponding to different machining condition. The outputs of INN were maximized and tool condition is gotten. 
Kistler 9257B Dynamometer Kistler 8702B50M1 Figure 6 . The structure of tool measurement system.
Results
The experiment was carried out according to full factorial designs and each test was lasted for 2 minutes to acquire more samples and actual tool condition was measured by tool microscope. 1324 samples were gotten. All samples were divided into 428 training samples and 896 testing samples. The input vector xi=[F zrms ; F xmean ; V zrms ; V xb1 ; F yrms ; V yrms ] was inputted into PNN. The error of PNN was 0.002. After training with 428 samples representing different tool condition, 896 testing samples were inputted into PNN to verify its classifying precision. The classifying results were shown in Table  2 . For different tool condition, the classifying error is different and decrease with tool wear. The contrast of structure of PNN and improved PNN based on PCA is show in Table. 4. It can be known that the structure of PCA-PNN is simpler than PNN. The number of connection weight and neuron are largely reduced. 
Conclusion
This paper proposed an on-line tool condition monitoring system for cold blast turning operation. Cutting force signals and vibration signal were processed by different signal processing method, and features selection based on PCA proved to be effective and improve computing speed. Owing to eliminating partly correlation of different features, the structure of PNN could be optimized according to probability theory. The proposed method could optimize and simplify the structure of PNN, and the relation between tool condition and features could be built by PCA-PNN. The integrated PNN effectively simple the structure of monitoring system and meet the need of monitoring in different machining condition. The monitoring system based on proposed method is able to provide with better generalization, high precision and rapid computing speed.
